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Upgraded power supply system now protects
against hour-long power failures
 Sitop PSU8600 becomes an uninterruptible DC power supply
 Universal application scope in the manufacturing and process industries
 Simple integration in TIA and open automation systems with OPC UA

Siemens has upgraded its Sitop PSU8600 power supply system with the addition of
new supplementary modules to transform it into an uninterruptible direct current
(DC) power supply. To achieve this, the new DC UPS module UPS8600 uses the
energy stored in BAT8600 battery modules to keep the system up and running in the
event of a power failure, and it extends the previous bridging times enabled by the
buffer modules from just minutes to hours. The PSU8600 has up to 36 outputs
capable of being adjusted between 4 and 28 volts, and all of these can be buffered
in the event of a power failure. To maximize buffering time for important loads, it is
also possible to selectively shut down certain outputs. The Sitop PSU8600 is
particularly suitable for use in applications which place stringent demands on
reliability and simple integration, such as the automotive, food or pharmaceutical
industries, and in the field of plant and special-purpose machinery building. The
enhanced availability with the new UPS8600 makes the power supply ideally suited
also for process applications such as in the chemical, oil or gas industry.

The DC UPS module can be simply integrated into the system network of the Sitop
PSU8600 using the System Clip Link. The battery module is installed by means of
wall mounting outside the network and connected to the UPS8600 over a plus and
minus wire and the two wires of the Energy Storage Link. This allows the system to
automatically detect the battery type and diagnose the battery charge status. The
smart battery management system permits temperature-led charging, which helps to
extend the service life of the battery. The battery modules are fitted with lead (PB) or
lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) batteries with a capacity of 380 Wh (Watt hours)
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and 264 Wh respectively. Users are able to connect up to five BAT8600 battery
modules to one UPS8600 to further increase the mains power failure bridging time.
The BAT8600 battery module using lithium technology offers a particularly long
service life, even at higher ambient temperatures.
The DC UPS is able to communicate with practically any automation system at any
time through the base PSU8600 module, which has Profinet and OPC UA capability.
Users can respond directly to messages and diagnostic information about the
operating mode (mains or buffer operation), charge status, buffer readiness, or the
need to change a battery. Integration in the network allows several PCs to be safely
powered down with the UPS8600.
Engineering takes place with the utmost convenience in the TIA Portal, while
diagnostic functions use WinCC Faceplates or the Simatic PCS 7 Library. For open
integration over Ethernet or OPC UA, new software is currently in preparation which
enables convenient system-independent engineering, operation and observation.

Siemens has upgraded its Sitop PSU8600 power supply system with the addition of
new supplementary modules to transform it into an uninterruptible direct current
(DC) power supply. To achieve this, the new DC UPS module UPS8600 uses the
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event of a power failure, and it extends the previous bridging times enabled by the
buffer modules from just minutes to hours.

This press release and a press picture are available at
www.siemens.com/press/PR2018020151PDEN

For further information on Siemens at the Hannover Messe 2018, please see
www.siemens.com/press/hm18 and www.siemens.com/hannovermesse
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Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for 170 years. The company is active around the globe, focusing on
the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest producers of energy-efficient,
resource-saving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of efficient power generation and power transmission
solutions and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive and software solutions for industry.
The company is also a leading provider of medical imaging equipment – such as computed tomography and
magnetic resonance imaging systems – and a leader in laboratory diagnostics as well as clinical IT. In fiscal 2017,
which ended on September 30, 2017, Siemens generated revenue of €83.0 billion and net income of €6.2 billion. At
the end of September 2017, the company had around 377,000 employees worldwide. Further information is
available on the Internet at www.siemens.com
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